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Intentions:
� To consider how Reggio-inspired principles and practices

can be infused into a balanced numeracy framework

� To learn about and develop a repertoire of instructional 
routines and structures that support mathematical thinking 
and discourse

� To examine practices that support a supportive, flexible and 
inclusive learning environment

� To make connections to the BC mathematics curriculum, 
considering aspects such as play and inquiry, FPPL and 
competencies



What is your 
mathematical identity?



� developed by Loris Malaguzzi and the parents and teachers in 
the community

� viewing the child as capable, competent and having rights –
that the child has a hundred or more languages to express 
ideas

� environment as third teacher, encounters with materials

� pedagogy of listening

� responsive, emergent curriculum

� socially constructed learning, collaborative, in community

� importance of relationships

Reggio Emilia 
philosophy and principles



� the 100 languages of children
� connectedness

- culture, community, environment

� the environment as third teacher
� emergent curriculum
� inquiry-based
� loose parts & natural materials
� projects/investigations
� documentation 

– making learning visible

Reggio-Inspired Practices



� How might Reggio-inspired practices enrich 
the teaching and learning of mathematics in 
our K-2 classrooms? 

� Related questions that continue to guide 
our inquiry included:
� How might the provocations be extended 

for students in grades 2-7?
� What does mathematical inquiry look and 

feel like in classrooms?
� How can we “make learning visible” ?

SD38 Reggio-Inspired 
Mathematics Inquiry Project



Why are dot cards important?
What do you know about subitizing?



How might the teaching and 
learning of mathematics be more 

holistic and relational?



Big Ideas - Elaborations



Learning Standards:
Curricular Competencies & Content



BC K-9 Mathematics
Curricular Competency

�Develop, demonstrate, and 
apply mathematical 
understanding through play, 
inquiry, and problem solving



Definition of Inquiry: 
from curriculum glossary



Spectrum of Inquiry



Playful Inquiry
�playing with materials

�playing with language

�playing with ideas



BC K-9 Mathematics 
Curricular Competency
�Connect mathematical 
concepts to each other 
and to other areas and 
personal interests



Making Connections
�math to self

�math to world

�math to math



Inquiry Cycle
Starting Point 

or 
Provocation

Wondering, 
Asking 

Questions, 
Posing 

Problems

Investigating 

Sharing, 
Consolidating 

and 
Reflecting



�Direct Prompt 

� Implied Prompt                            
through Modeling

�Open Exploration

Provocations



�as part of a soft start/explore 
time first thing in the morning

�as a focus at a math table/area 

How teachers are 
using provocations



�during guided math or math 
workshop 

How teachers are 
using provocations



�at beginning, middle end of a 
study

�as the central means of 
engaging in mathematics 
during a structured 
mathematics lesson

How teachers are 
using provocations



�a need for materials
�grant from the Vancouver Reggio 

Consortium Society
�Number, Pattern, Measurement, 

Geometry
�materials, baskets, trays, easels, books, 

mats, questions, math tools

SD38 Reggio-Inspired 
Mathematics Kits



What is a provocation?

�Rich open tasks

�Invitations

�Provocations



� the students’ wonders and interests

� the curriculum

�making math to math, math to self or 
math to world connections

�a starting point

�essential that they are responsive to 
and reflect your classroom community

Where do provocations come from?



What is a provocation?
�responsive

�provokes thinking

�connects to a big idea, 
concept or theme

�is ongoing, lingering, extends



What is a provocation?
�photograph

�quote

�question

�place

�materials

�word

�video clip

�piece of art

�tool

�book



� What stories live within…?

� What do you notice? What do you wonder?

� What is the relationship between….?

� What are the connections between…?

� What happens when…?

� How many different…?

� How do these materials help you think about…?

� Where do we see…in the world?

Some frames for provocations…



� Planning with intention – knowledge of curriculum and your 
students

� Being thoughtful about what materials will be offered

� Create opportunities for collaboration

� Choose a big idea or concept, content and process:
� How will you provoke thinking and learning?
� What materials will you use?
� What kind of provocation might you provide?
� How do you anticipate your students will engage with your 

provocation?
� How will students’ learning be made visible?

Developing Provocations



Necessary Conditions
� a stance of inquiry, wonder and curiosity that has 

been nurtured and valued in the classroom 
� an understanding what it means to be a learner 
� a respect and appreciation for materials 
� students’ ability to engage with materials 

independently or with a peer/small group and to 
share and collaborate with materials 

� students’ capacity to listen to each other, build on 
each others’ thinking and communicate and discuss 
their mathematical thinking 

� teacher knowledge of curriculum and mathematics 



Access to Materials
� Thinking about ways to make materials 

and tools accessible to students

� The environment as third teacher



�What are you noticing?

�What are you wondering?

�What connections are you making 
to your context?

�What are you curious about 
regarding materials and the 
learning environment?



Opportunities for Collaboration
�Learning as a social endeavor

�Co-constructed knowledge

�Building community

�Mathematical discourse

developing the core 
competencies in mathematics



Creating openings and capturing wonders

� Building Project

� Patterning Inquiry

� Eagle Inquiry

Opportunities for Inquiry 
or Project Work



� Intentionally planned for whole class in response to 
teachers’ observations of how construction materials 
were being used and connected to current math focus 
of shapes

� One full afternoon

Building Project



Can you make a pattern with 
the same colour or object?

Patterning Inquiry – What is a pattern?



Eagle Inquiry



Connect-Extend-Challenge



Teaching and Learning Through a 
Mathematical Big Idea: 

Decomposing



Connecting Big Ideas

� Identity

� Story 

� Place

� Community

� Relationship

� Connection

� Decomposing

� Change

� Transformation

� Equivalence

� Space

� Pattern



Consider what we know about and 
plan for in K-5 classrooms around 

balanced literacy.

Let’s play with the idea of balance.

�What comes to mind when we 
think of balanced numeracy?



� https://sites.google.com/s/0B87gBfSGeYM9UEU0V
GRhMUsyUzA/p/0B87gBfSGeYM9MTBzcExUX3ZhT
nM/preview

bcnumeracynetwork.ca

https://sites.google.com/s/0B87gBfSGeYM9UEU0VGRhMUsyUzA/p/0B87gBfSGeYM9MTBzcExUX3ZhTnM/preview


� regular practice that has 
multiple entry points, 
open-ended and 
personalized

� helps to build a 
mathematical community 
in the classroom

� collaborative

� encourages mathematical 
discourse 

� responsive to students

� focus on a pedagogy of 
noticing and listening

� many can be used across 
mathematical curricular 
content strands 

� focus on curricular 
competencies, 
particularly thinking, 
reasoning and 
communication

why mathematical routines?



Quick Images

Dot Cards
Ten Frames
Rekenrek
Cubes – spatial reasoning
Shape Compositions 

(2D and 3D)



Counting Collections

#countall



Ways to Extend 
Counting Collections

�different ways of recording

�math storytelling

�problem posing and solving

�make math to math connections



What are Number Talks?
� 5-15 minute classroom routine 

� focused on thinking, learning and communication

� developing mental math strategies and computational 
fluency that builds from understanding number 
relationships

� teacher as facilitator

� classroom discussion and                        justification of 
strategies

� intentionally chosen number                           strings, 
problem sequences



Starting at the beginning…
� Creating a safe classroom community
� Value different ways of doing things, risk-

taking, okay to disagree, listening to each 
other

� Start where the students are
�What strategies do they know?
�How do students communicate their 

thinking?



93-50, 93-49, 123-49
A Number Talk sequence/string

�Why were these numbers chosen?

�What mental math strategies 
might students use to figure 
these questions out?

�What models might help students 
think about these questions?



Extending Number Talks
� Use a number talk as a community time to 

respond to what you are are noticing needs some 
development – a specific strategy, number range, 
concept, discourse, curricular competency

� The main idea from the number talk can frame 
what students do as they engage with materials, 
language or ideas through provocations or 
investigations

� Small group or guided math sessions can be 
connected to the number talk



How can understanding 
different ways to decompose 

and compose 8 help you think 
about multiplying by 8? 

Grades 3&4 at Grauer



WODB: Which One Doesn’t Belong?

� http://wodb.ca

� Can be used across                                   
mathematical curricular topics

� Often begin with 
� What do you notice?
� How are they alike/same?
� How are they different?

http://wodb.ca


What teachers are saying…
� “Every child has an entry point. There is often one 

choice that is different in colour or is visually 
different.”

� “The mathematics they uncover always surprises 
me.”

� “The students really love working together as a pair 
to share their thinking.”

� “It is such a great routine to focus on 
communication and using specific mathematical 
vocabulary.”



Clothesline
� An interactive numberline

� Focus on number sense and relationships; comparing 
and ordering

� Ordering whole numbers through fractions through 
expressions including exponents and variables



Extending the Clothesline

�Using multiple 
representations

�Using double or triple 
clothesline

�Sequencing tasks
�What number could it be?



Investigating Circles:
Communicating our Thinking

Grades 3&4
Grauer Elementary



Thinking about the Circle:
Where does math live in Susan 

Point’s spindle whorl art?



Investigating the Art of Susan Point
� Grades 3&4

� Develop, demonstrate and apply mathematical 
understanding through play, inquiry and problem-solving

� Engage in problem-solving experiences that are connected 
to place, story, cultural practices, and perspectives that are 
relevant to local First Peoples communities, the local 
community and other cultures

� Grade 4
� line symmetry
Can you identify line symmetry in Susan Point’s art?
Can you create a design inspired by Susan Point that has 
line symmetry?



Revisiting the Circle

�Connecting symmetry (grade 4) 
and concepts of time (grade 3)

�Creative thinking focus –
developing ideas

�Communication focus – core and 
curricular competencies



�What are you noticing?

�What are you wondering?

�What connections are you making 
to your context?



What local artists or pieces 
of art might inspire 

mathematical thinking?



Place-Based 
Mathematical 

Inquiry



�What do you notice?

�What do you wonder?

�What math lives here?



�How does place inform 
your questions and 
inquiries?

�How does place inspire 
mathematical thinking?



K-9 Mathematics
Curricular Competency



K-9 Mathematics 
Curricular Competency



How might the teaching and 
learning of mathematics be 

more holistic and relational?

How might a sense of place be 
nurtured through the teaching 
and learning of mathematics?



Connectedness
�Connect to community 

and place
�Connect mathematics and   

Indigenous Knowledge
�Connect to students
�Connect to First Peoples    

themes and topics



First Peoples Place-Based 
Themes & Topics

� Travel and navigation

� Games

� Land, environment 
and resource 
management

� Nutrition

� Dwellings

� Seasonal cycles in 
relation to traditional 
ways of life

� Place and relationship 
to the natural world

� Balance

� Sharing and 
generosity

FNESC



Connecting to Community & Place:
The AESN Math Project at Byng

Where do you see 
mathematics?

What do you notice?

What do you wonder?



Numbers(in(our(
Community(

photographs)taken)by)the)grades)1&2)students)
)in)division)9),)Byng)Elementary)



Pa#erns(in(our(Community(

photographs)taken)by)the)grades)1&2)students)
)in)division)9),)Byng)Elementary)



When%I%look%at%the%boats,%
%I%wonder%how%they%know%where%the%fish%are?%

Which%way%do%the%waves%go?%
I%wonder%how%they%catch%the%fish?%

How%fast%can%the%boat%go?%

Byng%Elementary%
Division%9%

Grades%1&2%
%

%
How%does%this%picture%

inspire%you%to%think%of%the%
story%of%this%place?%
What%stories%live%

%in%this%river?%
What%connec=ons%%
are%you%making?%



Where does mathematics 
live in this place?

What mathematical story 
does this place tell?



Other ways to connect 
mathematics and place:

�Mapping, Geography, Geology

�Flora and Fauna

�Geocaching

�Weather

�Stories

what ideas do you have?



�Go outside –
�What do you notice? 
�What do you wonder? 
�Where do you see _____ ? 

�Use visual images 
�photographs, art, maps

�Use authentic natural materials

starting points…



� https://read.bookcreator.com/VAl7lS8GQqQclrmGIqJ8ZnlVy
ZB3/-uc7FWDBQGeWL75_7VJffQ

https://read.bookcreator.com/VAl7lS8GQqQclrmGIqJ8ZnlVyZB3/-uc7FWDBQGeWL75_7VJffQ


What openings can you 
create for playful 

mathematical inquiry?

What’s one thing you are 
going to try this fall?



thank you!

� jnovakowski@sd38.bc.ca

� on Twitter @jnovakowski38

� on Instagram - jnovakowski

� Reggio-Inspired Mathematics blog
http://janicenovkam.typepad.com/reggioinspired_mathematic/

� district blog: http://blogs.sd38.bc.ca/sd38mathandscience/

� BC Numeracy Network -
bcnumeracynetwork.ca

http://blogs.sd38.bc.ca/sd38mathandscience

